We discuss recent research efforts towards understanding and implementing the physical rules needed to make materials-especially materials composed of nanoscale building blocks-that exhibit the defining characteristics of living systems: adaptive and evolving functional behavior. In particular, we highlight advancements in direct imaging and quantifying of kinetic pathways governing structural reconfiguration in model systems of colloidal nanoparticles as well as emerging opportunities brought by frontier efforts in synthesizing shape-shifting colloids and flexible electronics. Direct observation of kinetic "crossroads" in nanoparticle self-assembly and reconfiguration will offer insight into how these steps can be manipulated to design dynamic, potentially novel materials and devices. Moreover, these principles will not be limited to nanoparticles; when extended to building blocks like soft micelles and proteins, they have the potential to have a similar impact throughout the broader field of soft matter physics.
Introduction
An emerging theme in materials science is to design and engineer materials that reconfigure, changing their structure, appearance, strength, and other properties on demand. Unlike the dominating static materials, the reconfigurable ones can respond productively to variable tasks and conditions. Macroscopic examples already in the literature include materials which enable systems ranging from shape-shifting robots that grasp and release cargos upon for example a temperature stimulus, "skins" that optimize the aerodynamics of automobiles and aircraft in response to their environment, to camouflage coatings with adaptive optical properties that match with their surroundings to avoid detection [1] [2] [3] [4] . On the small scale, reconfigurable materials composed of nano-sized building blocks, such as nanoparticles (NPs), are also gaining increasing attention, due to their quantum confinement effect, structure-dependent coupling in properties [5, 6] , and potential usage as miniaturized devices [7] [8] [9] , where the fundamental reconfigurable units are as small as a few nanometers. For example, great efforts have been devoted into active plasmonics with environmentally sensitive plasmonic coupling between metal NPs and optical properties [10] . The building blocks of these structures also share the same length and energy scale (as small as several k T B ) as building blocks in living lifebiomolecules like proteins and nucleic acids. We can thus utilize such conceptual analogies between reconfiguration pathways of synthetic NP ensembles and how biomolecules sample over all the possible folding states (often categorize as healthy or diseased) on the potential energy surface that fluctuates driven by microenvironmental agitations (Fig. 1) .
Despite the considerable work to date, the design and understanding of reconfigurable ensemble of NPs is still in its infancy. Currently employed reconfiguration strategies rely on modulating NP-NP interactions by rather brute-force methods including as solvent exchange and ligand transformation (e.g. heating or dynamic replacement of DNA molecules) [11] [12] [13] . Reconfiguration behaviors are explained in hindsight as much remains unknown about solvent-mediated NP-NP interactions; colloidal interactions at the nanoscale are nonadditive, subject to complicated multi-scale coupling effects [14] . Trial-and-error simulations were performed by iterating interaction potential forms until the results fit with experiments, making a priori design difficult [14] . New computational and experimental design routes which encode reconfigurability are needed for predictive engineering. A concurrent problem in that on the characterization side, it has been difficult to probe, in real time, the kinetic pathways of self-assembly and reconfiguration at the single NP level [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . These pathways define how NPs arrange and rearrange into targeted structures [19] . Fully understanding the pathways requires real-space and in-situ characterization with high spatiotemporal resolution, which can capture the tumbling of NPs over their potential energy surface. Such data is inaccessible through existing ex-situ and ensemble characterization methods [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Small-angle X-ray scattering monitors the structure of NP self-assemblies in liquids, but only on the ensemble level [20] [21] [22] [23] . Conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) resolves single https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cossms.2018.12.002
NPs, but are limited to dried or vitrified samples, not reconfiguring dynamics [24, 25] . Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, though useful in studying biomolecular assembly, has been limited to probing surface ligands on NPs, and has not been suitable for NP assemblies due to large sample size [26, 27] . The paucity of experimental data on the pathways, in return, hinders the validation of interaction models used in computation/theory and the establishment of rules for predictive design.
Here we discuss two aspects of progress in understanding and designing reconfigurable nanomaterials. The first is benefited by harnessing the recent advancements in liquid-phase TEM, which can directly image NP self-assembly and reconfiguration pathways [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . To briefly introduce the method, liquid specimens are sandwiched and sealed between two electron-transparent windows for TEM imaging against high vacuum TEM operation condition [31] . The implementation of low-dose conditions in this method has shown to enable imaging with minimal beam effects (detailed discussions on beam effects in other review [16] ) and generate experimental datasets that were inaccessible otherwise. One can obtain not only real-time and real-space evolution of NP ensembles in liquids, but also the response under stimuli at the single NP level. Mechanistic relations between NP building blocks and their nanoscale colloidal interactions can be derived to understand how they equilibrate into a final stable structure or interconvert among polymorphic states. The second is to highlight opportunities to design and engineer NP reconfigurability on various levels, such as employing shape-shifting building blocks and "smart" microfabricated platforms that are dynamic for NPs to reside upon. The vision is to integrate the emergent developments in other areas (e.g. polymer science, flexible electronics) and to enrich the design space for reconfigurability in structures, properties and applications, involving non-equilibrium dynamics.
Direct imaging of reconfiguration pathways by liquid-phase TEM

2.1.
Step-growth "polymerization" of NPs Liquid-phase TEM has the unique advantage to image and track motions of single NPs as they undergo reconfiguration, which allows quantitative comparison of their structural evolution to kinetic laws established in other scales. In particular, molecular polymerization, where many copies of reactive monomers are covalently linked into macromolecules, can be applicable to understand the assembly dynamics of NPs. The involved building blocks in both systems are selfrepeating; they link directionally into complex architectures following their own coordination geometries. Moreover, recent work shows that the kinetics of structural formation in NPs can be explained by the quantitative rate equations for polymers, which predicts the molecular weight at a given synthesis condition.
This analogy was first corroborated in the case of gold nanorods assembling into chains [35] . The ensemble growth statistics monitored by stationary electron microscopy (EM) snapshots were found to follow step-growth polymerization, where bi-or multi-functional monomers react to form dimers, then longer oligomers and eventually chain polymers with one characteristic reaction constant ( Fig. 2(a) ). Recently, liquid-phase TEM work by Kim et al. [18] resolved the analogy through in-situ imaging, to elucidate fundamental real-time interactions and kinetic pathways from the single NP level. Gold triangular nanprisms of a side length of 90.9 ± 9.7 nm and a thickness of 7.5 nm were used as a prototypical system. The NP surface was coated by alkyl-thiol ligands terminated with eCOO − groups, to render NPs electrostatically repulsive to each other. Self-assembly was triggered by screening this electrostatic repulsion and increasing the net NP-NP attraction. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , liquid-phase TEM captured the process of the prisms attaching tip-to-tip, first into dimers, and finally into a distribution of chain-like assemblies ( Fig. 2(b) and (c)). Statistical single NP tracking measures the length of all chains, x as the number of prisms (i.e. reactive "monomers") in a chain, whose distribution shifts to higher values over time ( Fig. 2(d) ). From this distribution, number-averaged degree of polymerization (X n ) was computed as an analog of molecular polymerization according to
, where n x is the number of chains containing x NPs. As shown in Fig. 2(e) , a linear relation of X n to the assembly time t was found, quantitatively following the reactionlimited step-growth polymerization.
A constant k characterizing the rate of monomeric NP attachments can be extracted from the − X t n fitting. In this system, it was measured to be 1.1 × 10 3 M −1 s −1 and stays constant as the chains grow, indicating that pairwise NP-NP interactions dominate the self-assembly. The rate constant, much like that in molecular reactions, can potentially serve as a quantitative characteristic to describe, compare and predict the driving force for NP self-assembly at various external conditions (e.g. pH, ionic strength, solvent polarity, temperature). For example, one potential conceptual extension can be deriving the activation energy in NP self-assembly by plugging in multiple rate constants measured in systematically-varying conditions into the Arrhenius equation. This activation energy, if tunable, can be engineered to enable other polymerization mechanisms in NP assembly, to develop exotic architectures (dendrimer, rings, hyperbranched polymer) and control their size/shape monodispersity (living polymerization). Fundamentally, the experimentally measurable rate constant can also be used as an input to validate and calibrate the time scales in dynamic simulations of NP assembly on potential energy surface, to facilitate the full predicting power of programmable reconfiguration behavior.
Colloidal interactions and reconfiguration pathways specific to the nanoscale
Unlike at micron-scale, where the convergence of real-space imaging, microrheology, theory and modeling has enabled deep understandings [36] [37] [38] [39] , understandings of reconfiguration dynamics on the nanoscale, ubiquitous in geochemical, synthetic and biological systems, have remained elusive. The complication of fluctuations, solvent/ligand effects and the similarity between NP size and interaction range preclude direct translation of insights from micron-sized colloids (learned via optical microscopy imaging) to the nanoscale [40, 41] . Liquid-phase TEM enables a paradigm shift by probing dynamic features intrinsic to the nanoscale. We discuss two aspects of colloidal interactions and reconfiguration pathways revealed by recent liquid-phase TEM work here, neither of which follows a simple rescaling of laws for micron-scale colloids: long-range interaction and nanoscale morphology effects. We expect more differences to emerge as more nanoscale reconfiguration pathways are thoroughly studied at the nanoscale. Just like how optical microscopy serves as the technical core for micron-sized colloids and cellular studies, the liquid-phase TEM imaging and analysis workflow here can establish a framework to explain the origin of greatly enriched phase states in nano-entities, which has generated exotic artificial materials forms such as quasi- [42] , hierarchical [43, 44] and clathrate [45] crystals as well as biological transformation such as protein folding [46] and DNA condensation [47] .
Long-range interaction effects
Here long-range interaction effects refer to how NPs recognize each other way before they are in physical contact; the NP motion trajectories can thus be altered at a distance to adopt the most favorable approaching path. In comparison, for micron-sized colloids, their interaction ranges are two to three orders of magnitude smaller than their size, rendering negligible effects when they are apart. Take the prism self-assembly discussed above [18] as an example. When a pair of the prism NPs approach from a random initial separation ( Fig. 3(a) ), they follow traces which altogether select the tip-to-tip attachment (Fig. 3(c) ). Based on the single NP position and orientation tracking ( Fig. 3(a) ), it has been found that a successful attachment occurs only when two prisms align tip-to-tip even a long distance apart (Fig. 3(c) ). If the prisms attempt to come close side-by-side, they are mutually repelled away as soon as they are close than 10 nm distance, smartly rejecting the disfavored orientation at a distance. This long-range selection of assembly pathways agrees with the electrostatic repulsion profile computed between the two prisms (160 µM ionic strength). As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the repulsion starts to take effect at a gap distance as large as 50 nm. The barrier for tip-to-tip (15 k B T) approaching is smaller than that for side-by-side (> 100 k B T), favoring the former kinetic pathway to achieve 83% tip-to-tip connection in all the NP attachments of the system. Note that this pathway selection of final self-assembled structures can be utilized to overrun thermodynamically-favored ones, such as the non-closely packed NP chains observed here. The observed long-range effect among interacting nanoscale entities can be widely existing, like oriented attachment of crystallites into NPs [48] , protein cooperativity in folding [49] , and channel formation [50] .
Nanoscale morphology matters
The nature of long-range NP-NP interactions renders the full shape details of interacting NPs crucial to understand the reconfiguration pathways, while micron-sized colloids concern merely local surface area when external fields are not present due to the relatively short interaction range [51, 52] . As a result, morphology details of NPs, which can be as small as a few nanometers and thus, often regarded as trivial, become critical in manipulating the types of structures that NPs form into. For example, simple triangular prism NPs can have distinct geometric details (Fig. 4) . For the Mirkin prisms [21] denoted as prism 1, direct high-resolution TEM imaging and spatial map of the local surface curvature revealed that the tips of the triangular prisms are either round or flat (Fig. 4(a) ), which directs the connection "bond angle" between two neighboring NPs in a chain to a bimodal distribution [18] . Instead forming into a perfect bowtie (0°bond angle) when both tips are round, the other sawtooth motif of a 60°bond angle occurs when one of the tips is flat (Fig. 4(b) ). Theoretical modeling of the net NP-NP interaction (E tot ) quantitatively correlating the bond angle with the morphology of prism tips agrees with the experiments. As shown in Fig. 4(c) , the local surface curvature of prism tips fine-tunes the balance of van der Waals attraction and electrostatic repulsion to vary the most favored bond angle as well as the final assembled structure. For prism 2 synthesized following a seedless growth, they have the interesting detail of beveled sides [53] , where their sides convexly enclosed by two flat surfaces as shown in Fig. 4(d) . This fine feature garnered reconfiguring ensemble structures as surfactant concentration changes, and a novel interlocked honeycomb lattice at high depletion attraction (Fig. 4(e) and (f)) as the densest packing. This interlocked lattices pack more densely than the conventional planar honeycomb lattice, which greatly enhances the plasmonic coupling with a 5-fold increase in the surface-enhanced Raman scattering. The importance of the nanomorphology can be switched on and off to create polymorphic states and introduce versatility in structural manipulation, which can be further utilized as a robust method to guide the nanoscale building blocks into one final state over the other. Such switchability provides design space for developing materials with great performance in response to external environments.
The crucial role of nanoscale morphology highlights the potency of real-space, high resolution imaging of NP assembly using liquid-phase TEM, which in return provides inputs for computational study in Fig. 3 . Approaching traces of a NP pair due to a long-range electrostatic repulsion (adapted from Ref. [18] ). (a) Parameterization of traces for anisotropically-shaped NPs (triangular nanoprisms here, top) and a typical TEM image with contour tracking (bottom) 
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pushing the boundaries of mechanistic understanding. In the case of prisms with curved tips (Fig. 4(c) ), the prism tip shape was constructed from spheres of sizes of a gold atom to fully represent that observed in TEM [18] , which gives precise NP-NP interaction profile. For other nano-entity systems, it remains a general challenge to balance between detailed morphology modeling and appropriate coarse-graining to minimize computation time. A close-knit feedback loop between liquidphase TEM observations and computational modeling can potentially resolve the challenge and lead to comprehending the fundamental selfconfiguration rules at the nanoscale in liquids.
In-situ triggering of reconfiguration in solution
Besides direct imaging, liquid-phase TEM enables modulation of NP-NP interactions which can trigger in-situ structural reconfiguration. Using the one-dimensional lamellar structure stacked face-to-face by gold triangular nanoprisms as an example, Kim et al. captured how the lattice constant of the assembly changes upon a local ionic strength variation in liquid-phase TEM [17] . The reconfiguration of ensemble structure took only minutes to complete, offering us the sense of timescale for NPs to collectively sample the possible states on the energy surface by repositioning and arriving at the most favorable state. While this reconfiguration still maintains the lamellar symmetry of the original lattice, in the lateral assembly of gold NPs discussed in Section 2.1, the topology of the final assemblies was tuned from linear chains to networked chains. As the ionic strength increases (205 µM), the NP-NP electrostatic repulsion was screened to expose all the three tips of one prism as reactive, namely of a valency increased from 2 to 3 ( Fig. 5(a) ), and "polymerize" into cross-linked networks (Fig. 5(b) ). Fig. 5(c) shows finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) calculations for the as-assembled linear and networked chains. The spatial pattern of locally enhanced electric fields changes as the topology and the number of tip-to-tip connection vary with ionic strength, implicating the potential of engineering an active nanoantenna array [54] and near-field illumination resources for imaging [55] and energy conversion [56] . Additionally, one can achieve other types of concurrent real-time imaging and structural modulation in solution under liquid-phase TEM, by introducing liquid flow, heating, electric stimulation and even light illumination [16] .
Correlating liquid-phase TEM studies with computer simulation
The fast development in simulation techniques and energy landscape sampling methods has been greatly useful in colloidal studies, from predicting the spontaneous organization of active colloids [57, 58] to gaining physical insights into phenomena such as glass transition [59] and nonclassical crystallization pathways [37] . Computer simulations can probe huge design space such as particle shapes [40] , size polydispersity [37] , external field [58, 60] , and interparticle interactions more easily than experiments to study their influence on the colloidal behaviors [61] . For differently-shaped nanoparticles [5, 14] , simulations have been successfully applied in multiple self-assembly studies to gain insights into the kinetic pathways. For example, simulations have helped clarify the complex clathrate crystal structure assembled by DNA coated gold bipyramids [45] , understand the mechanism of experimentally-observed self-assembly, such as the quasicrystal formed from binary nanospheres [42] , and self-limited growth of polydispersed nanoparticles into assembled monodispersed supraspheres [44] .
Meanwhile, there are complications associated with these simulation studies. The physical driving forces for self-assembly, i.e. interactions between nanoparticles, depend sensitively on the fine details of nanoparticle shapes. They are more complex to model than the interactions of micron-sized colloidal particles due to non-additivity and multi-coupling effects as discussed in previous literature [14, 62] . Simulating anisotropic, especially nonconvex, shapes is more difficult compared with convex geometries [63] . And most importantly, the kinetic pathways demonstrated in dynamics simulation used to be difficult to be experimentally verified before the advent of liquid-phase TEM. We see great opportunities emerging from integration of simulation methods with liquid-phase TEM studies. For example, the nanoparticle interactions experimentally mapped in liquid-phase TEM can serve as input parameters for simulation and further predict new assembly structures. Liquid-phase TEM can capture the structures of precursors or transient intermediates towards the final assembly, which can be used as comparison and calibration with assembly trajectories observed in simulations to enable correct predictions of assembly behaviors. It is noteworthy that liquid-phase TEM experiments can involve the effects from the electron beam [17, 64] and the sandwiching geometry of liquid chamber [18, 65] , which are attracting increasing mechanistic understandings (see focused reviews [16, 31] ). For example, several gold nanoparticle assembly work showed that when the electron dose rate is low (< 30 e ), the beam induces an effective ionic strength increase [17, 18, 66] that directs the assembly through screening of electrostatic repulsion.
Emergent strategies for reconfiguration at the nanoscale
Shape-shifting colloids
While the examples above are mostly on the assembly and reconfiguration of unchanging NPs, the design space of reconfigurable nanomaterials can be pushed to complex NPs that are "dynamically" reconfigurable -the NP shape shifts upon external stimulus. Such "dynamic" building blocks-not fixed, but adaptive to an external stimulus-can add another level of reconfigurability to NP ensembles, moving towards systems that adapt structures and functions fully from bottom-up. So far simulations have taken the lead in implementing the strategy and studying how superlattices assembled from NPs adapt as individual NPs undergo a shape change [67, 68] . Either first-order or second-order solid-to-solid transitions can be triggered depending on the shape shifting pathways of component NPs. For example, for NPs with hard-core interactions, a first-order phase transition was observed for face centered cubic to body-centered cubic (BCC) transition while a continuous phase transition was observed for the phase transition from BCC to simple cubic [68] .
Experimental realization of shape-shifting colloids has been focused extensively on polymeric micron-sized colloids [69] [70] [71] , as most synthetic NPs are inorganic and nondeformable. A promising novel strategy to implement shape-shifting in NPs is to integrate inorganic, static-shape NP core with deformable polymeric materials. Epstein et al. demonstrated this hybridizing strategy in micron-sized colloids. They designed pH-responsive micron-sized colloids rapidly switching (< 200 ms) between two mechanically bistable shapes [72] . As shown in Fig. 6(a) , two layers of polymers were deposited onto an inorganic SiO 2 core: the first layer is poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) hydrogel (pK a ≈ 4.7), which expands as pH increases; the second is poly(vinyl cinnamate) (PVCi) organogel, insensitive to pH. The polymers tethered to the silica core stay as the original shape at low pH (< 5), but immediately flip outwards as PAA swells at higher pH (> 6). From finite element analysis and direct microscopy imaging, the actuation was found to occur in a three-step process: a continuous deformation of the polymer layers upon a pH increase, a drastic "snap-buckling" of polymer layer from a positive curvature to a negative one, finally a gradual relaxation to the final stable configuration (Fig. 6(a) and (b) ). Such stress application to crosslinked polymers (which exhibit certain degrees of rigidity) coated on inorganic cores by external triggers such as pH, ionic strength, magnetic and electric actuation can often change the colloidal shape abruptly and reversibly in a controllable way, potentially generalizable to inorganic NPs.
In addition to actuating cross-linked polymers all at once as a whole, phase segregation of polymer chains on NPs can also provide a valuable knob not only in engineering the shape-shifting behavior, but also in utilizing the geometric shape of NPs. Kim et al. reported the segregation of grafted polymer layers coated on a variety of anisotropic NP cores (e.g. cube, octahedron, concave cube, bipyramid) [73] and quantitatively analyzed how the reconfiguration of polymer shells varied with the core NP shape. Before segregation, both polystyrene (PS) and polystyrene-b-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) shells were shown uniformly coated on gold NP surfaces by gold-thiol bond either directly or indirectly adhered to the polymers. Then the polymer segregation occurs either through a solvent polarity (PS-tethered NPs) or temperature change (PS-b-PAA coated NPs), which was characterized by the shell contour analysis on local curvature and thickness. The result showed PS shells locally thicken at high curvature regions (vertices and edges), while the PS-b-PAA shells segregate to the flat facets (Fig. 6(c) and (d) ), demonstrating complementary "patchy" patterns of polymers on the NPs. Harnessing these two distinct trends together can be very helpful in pushing forward our anticipation for achieving comprehensive functional assembly with manipulatable phase behavior of NPs continuously changing their morphology. The vision is that when many of such NPs interact with each other, their capability to undergo transitions from a uniform polymer coating to a patchy one can immediately change the interaction profile of the NPs and trigger a collective reconfiguration process. There is a great potential in studying the relationship among the external stimuli, the shape change of a single NP, and the propagation of the change from one single component NP to the NP ensemble with recent experimental capabilities, which can pave the way for innovative applications with desired performance that one can hardly predict as of now.
Reconfigurable and redefinable platforms for colloidal self-assembly
The last emergent reconfiguration strategy is to trigger the reconfiguration of NP arrangement by actuating the substrate they reside upon, which can be integrated with a wide range of functional platforms used in practical devices. Such reconfigurable platforms build on recent advancements in flexible and stretchable electronics, where electronic circuits or photonic devices patterned on a 2D substrate by conventional microfabrication can be actuated to form a 3D structure (chiral pedal, knots, etc.) due to a compressive buckling or tension mismatch in the circuit layers as [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] . This structure transformation can be modelled accurately for reverse design, providing a versatile, precisely-designed dynamic platform. The flexible substrate can serve as a platform upon which colloidal assemblies reside, much like how a chemically patterned substrate was used to direct locally concentrated colloidal packing [81] , yet with the key advancement to enable reconfiguration compatible with NPs of different materials and assembly structure. For example, Huang et al. designed and fabricated a platform of Self-Rolled-Up Membranes (SRuMs) by coating sequentially sacrificial, low-frequency SiN x and high-frequency SiN x layers on a silicon substrate [76] . Due to the strain mismatch between the two SiN x layers, the membrane can roll up after etching the sacrificial layer away. This platform alone can be used for many purposes, such as miniaturized inductors/transformers as shown in Fig. 7(a) [82] [83] [84] or a platform for controlling the growth of neuron cells [85] . The incorporation of bottom-up colloidal self-assembly to this top-down platform will open a new door for designing ultimate reconfigurable system with various potential usage. One can expect to immediately bridge colloidal science and device engineering by depositing magnetic, conducting, or semiconducting NP assemblies onto SRuMs. One demonstration has been recently reported on loading branched metal-organic framework (MOF) colloids onto SRuMs [86] . Furthermore, transforming a 2D-assembled structure into 3D can not only bring hybrid functionalities inaccessible by a 2D material, also deepen our understanding in geometry and chemistry of substrate effect at the nanoscale.
The 3D tubular microstructure of the SRuMs can be redefinable as long as the strain of the as-grown nanomembrane can be further tuned after the completely rolled-up process. In a recent study, a VO 2 nanomembrane based architecture was demonstrated to achieve reversible rolling by controlling the phase transition temperatures of VO 2 , which provides a promising way for redefinable colloidal self-assembly [87] . As shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), unlike the SiN x SRuM platform discussed above, the strain mismatch to generate sufficient bending energy comes from the internal stress gradient of VO 2 nanomembrane during the thinning process. The internal strain can be enhanced by a patterned chromium (Cr) layer deposited on top of the VO 2 nanomembrane, which serves as the electrodes. By applying direct current on the two electrodes to establish static electric field, current goes across the VO 2 nanomembrane and generates joule heating to increase its temperature. Once the temperature hits the transition point, internal strain of VO 2 nanomembrane changes triggering reversible rolling. Utilizing this novel SRuM platform, colloidal self-assembly incorporation can be further reconfigured and interconvert among multiple states. All the rolled-up parameters such as number of turns and inner diameter could be redefined by convenient external electrical signal control.
Outlook
The long-term perspective of interpreting and engineering nanoscale reconfigurable materials is to discover, understand, and implement the rules to make artificial materials exhibit functional features of living systems (e.g. adaptive and evolving, not static matter). Though explored for larger building blocks (1-100 µm), the potential opportunities emerging from active materials at the nanoscale are just starting to gain significant attention. Quantifying the building block-nanoscale interaction-targeted structure relationship will pave the foundation for future work: applying the principles learned to engineer the kinetic pathways taken to a final structure, both in silico and in lab, and to program functions that change on demand. Application-wise, these structures can be further tested and optimized into reconfigurable devices that mimic living matter. Moreover, based on the testbed NP system, the imaging, analysis techniques as well as design principles can be extended to other objects (e.g. proteins, polymer micelles), to develop a diverse library of materials and transfer concepts to corresponding disciplines, such as biophysics, polymer physics, and nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. 
